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This month we take a taste of two secular abbey tripels. Less than a century old, this
Belgian style of golden ale is most frequently associated with Trappist abbeys, but it’s the secular
brewers that have really continued to develop the style. Dubuisson’s Blond Triple shows us a
version with high-octane finesse, while Dilewyns’ Vicaris Tripel presents a maltier version that’s
the perfect partner for Thai food.
Prost!
Rich Higgins, Master Cicerone
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In Western Europe in the first quarter of the twentieth century, a modernizing beer
industry, increasingly dependent on the profits of pilsner, was marching toward economies of
scale, mass production, and mass marketing. Clean, quality beer was available in cities and towns
from reliable names like Beck’s, Heineken, and Stella Artois. The Industrial Revolution was
developing efficiency on the farm, and more skilled labor jobs in the cities. Biological research
and public investment was leading to cleaner public water sources, reducing the dependence on
beer for slaking the thirst of the growing class of urban merchants and professionals. For the first
time, many Western Europeans were enjoying a period of increased access to trustworthy water,
mass-produced beer that was clean and consistent in flavor, and a lifestyle (slightly) less
dependent on physical labor. At a time when beer could have had the luxury to develop more
flavor and see less emphasis on moderate alcohol levels, it experienced the opposite.
Business practices traded in beer efficiency and uniformity at the expense of character, but
it wasn’t only business that suppressed stylistic and cultural expression. Epidemics, revolutions,
and two World Wars imposed rations and created incredible instability and resource scarcity at
times. The overall effect of these only decreased the alcohol content and flavor of most beers, so
that by the 1930s, many large breweries in England, Germany, and Belgium were producing and
profiting from weak and relatively characterless beer. And a decade earlier in 1919, the Belgian
government, seized by the day’s Prohibitionary craze, banned genever (Belgium’s most popular
spirit) in bars and public places. In Belgium, where the importance of beer was paramount, the
environment was right for a beer that was a patchwork of the familiar but that was decidedly new.
The first tripels were developed by Westmalle Abbey during the period of 1931-1934 and
Brouwerij Drie Linden in 1932. These beers combined familiarities like the light golden color of
pilsners, the fruity-spiciness of Belgian ale yeast, and the legacy of monastic brewing -- with
decidedly un-monastic high alcohol and dry finish. Developed more or less in tandem by
Westmalle and its lay brewing consultant, Hendrik Verlinden, owner of Brouwerij Drie Linden,
the two beers spawned a brewing revolution, showing the joys of a faintly spicy, softly fruity,
golden ale with upwards of 9% abv and extreme drinkability. Traditional Belgian dark beers -- like
Belgian “Scotch” ales and ruby-brown Trappist beers -- were seen as fusty and sweet compared to
the delicate, golden pilsners of the time, but post-War pilsners lacked the alcohol and flavor that
many drinkers in post-genever Belgium desired. Nationalists and fashion-conscious alike got the
best of both worlds with tripels -- light golden color, dry finish, complex flavor, and towering
alcohol, all courtesy of highly-attenuating Belgian ale yeast and beet and corn sugars that lighten
the beer’s body. The name, tripel (triple in French), is the logical extension of dubbel (double in
French): an abbey’s dubbel tended to be more alcoholic and rich than the abbey’s refectory beer,
and the tripel was more alcoholic than the dubbel.
Most Belgian brewers do not believe in the rigidity of beer styles, but tripel has evolved
into a style recognized throughout the beer industry nonetheless. Today, most tripels are known
for aromas reminiscent of apricots, banana, clove, and vanilla, and while some are rather sweet,
the true Belgian examples are mostly off-dry to dry and have medium to firm bitterness. Though
the style is only brewed today by just over half of the seven Trappist breweries, it is closely
associated with the Trappists, which are one of Belgium’s most enduring symbols of brewing -anachronistic breweries, largely immune to commercial forces, that have held on while abbeys in
other beer countries have faded away. Dozens of secular breweries in Belgium, some with

financial ties to abbeys and others with no monastic affiliation, also brew tripels, as do countless
in the US and elsewhere. This majority of breweries, which cannot call their beers Trappist, has
done much to make the style one of Belgium’s most famous.
Scaldis Blond Triple
Brasserie Dubuisson, Tourpes, Hainaut, Belgium
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10.5% ABV $/750 ml
The brewery at Dubuisson is one of the oldest in continual use in Belgium. Though
founded in 1769, the Dubuisson family did not purchase it and start a brewery until 1926. At that
time, the family was distressed by the demise of characterful Belgian beer and the high alcohol
content that is often an engine for flavor and character. They released their first beer as a Belgian
version of an English barleywine -- perhaps a move more commonly seen nowadays in the US
when a new brewery sets out to make a splash with high-abv beer. The beer was and is still called
Bush in Belgium (buisson means “bush” in French), but in the US the Bush beers are sold as
Scaldis to avoid any legal tangling with Anheuser-Busch. Scaldis comes from the Latin name of
the Scheldt River, which flows nearby. While Dubuisson’s beers are chaptalized and boast high
alcohol content, they gain structure and finesse from the alcohol, using it not as a crutch, but as a
graceful ingredient. At 10.5% abv, an all-malt beer can be enjoyably muscular or it can be
unpleasantly cloying; but when Dubuisson chaptalizes its Triple with sugar to boost the alcohol,
the beer gains an agile and powerful finesse. It shows hints of rosy perfume, tropical fruit, and
white chocolate while a languid alcohol warmth lies amidst its sparkling carbonation.
Scaldis Blond Triple tumbles a froth of gold and white effervescence into your glass.
Vanilla, banana, apricot, and tangerine burst from the bouquet, while the palate greets you with
white chocolate, white pepper, more apricot, and a perfumed booziness. Sweet fruits and spices
are only hinted at, as the off-dry beer is balanced by delicate herbal bitterness, while a light body
and Champagne-like spritz make for a celebratory finish. This beer is a versatile partner for food:
a sparkling wine stand-in for blini and caviar, a show-stealer with ceviche, a nimble navigator of
Waldorf salad, a sweet-savory partner for seared scallops, and the beery waffle for fried chicken.
Vicaris Tripel
Brouwerij Dilewyns, Dendermonde, East Flanders, Belgium
8.5% ABV
$/750 ml
At 26 years old, Anne-Cathérine Dilewyns is Belgium’s youngest Brewmaster. She’s also
one of Belgium’s few female brewers. Quick to smile about her beer and achievements, she
remains very determined person: she convinced her father, Vincent, to take his medal-winning
homebrewing to the next level, and he opened up a commercial brewery in the family’s name in
2011. With the opportunity to help her father in the brewery, Anne-Cathérine returned home from
university with degree in brewing and has become a talented brewmaster, brewing delicious beers
in typical Belgian-style -- that is, with pursuit of uniqueness and a healthy dose of disregard for
styles. Vicaris Tripel is one of the few tripels below 9% abv, and a unique yeast and fermentation
program lend it bright, tart flavors of lime, green grapes, and ginger, which are not common to
most tripels. She chaptalizes her beers to a lesser degree than other breweries -- when we spoke,
she said that no sugar was used, though the Vicaris website mentions sugar as an ingredient.
Whether it’s a recipe change, a translation error, or typical Belgian sly-eyed cageyness about
recipes, I’m not sure. But it is uniquely delicious to drink a tripel from Belgium that is as velvetytextured as this one, paradoxically “drinking dry” while showing off bready Belgian malts.
Vicaris Tripel pours a golden peach color beneath a thick white cap of meringue-like foam.
The nose is full of hints of ginger, apple pie, green grapes, and a dusty minerality from all the
carbonation. The palate is a balance of fruity, spicy, bitter, and savory, with hints of cantaloupe,
lime rind, vanilla, hop bitterness, and slight salinity duking it out for dominance. If there’s a
better partner with the lime, coconut, and ginger dishes of Thailand, I haven’t found it. Enjoy this
with a meal of warm tom kha soup, herb-stuffed fresh spring rolls, and coconut-dusted prawns.
Ginger and lemongrass tease out the beer’s stone fruit notes; coconut milk richness yearns for the
beer’s acidity and carbonation; basil and cilantro play with the hoppy, herbal bitterness; and the
beer’s velvety body and vanilla phenolics tame the fire and funk of chiles and fish sauce.

